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We would urge users to support darkhorsestocks by helping us

spread the world and fulfill our mission where we can reach to wide

audience and help them with investing. Since our motive is not to

make money out of this you could support us in our mission.

We wish to continue with this donation based model for a

considerable future where although we urge users to contribute at

least 5000 Rs or more due to heavy operating charges incurred,

however users are still free to contribute whatever sum they think is

appropriate

HOW LONG WOULD WE CONTINUE
THIS DONATION MODEL?

We saw that a lot of people were entering into the market but

majority were facing difficulty in finding fundamentally strong

companies which can provide good returns and thus losing

money. Additionally fees charge by other advisories we in range

of 30-40,000 Rs annually and still there was no guarantee of

performance. So we decided to start darkhorsestocks where we

would suggest one fundamentally strong company every week

which users can explore for long term investing and can

contribute whatever amount they this is appropriate .

WHY DID WE START?

Our Investment philosophy is simple. We try to find mispriced

opportunities having minimum downside risk. We try to explore stocks

which posses huge potential based on their business and management

convictions and most importantly we try to find companies in niche

areas which majority of other people in the market are ignoring. We try

to find opportunities by looking ahead in time like which sector , stock

or industry is poised for the disruption and who could  pose to gain from

such disruption.

WHAT IS OUR INVESTMENT
PHILOSOPHY?

Currently we are working on mutual fund analysis tools, not like

the ordinary analysis where the analysis suggests best mutual

funds but this is more of like tracking the activity undertaken by

the fund in terms of portfolio Purchase or Sell by the fund

manager. Addition we are also working on enhancing

darkhorsestocks dashboard. Due to heavy charges and limited

revenue all the projects are moving at very slow pace. 

WHAT ARE OTHER PROJECTS
PURSUED BY

DARKHORSESTOCKS?

For more visit us at

https://www.darkhorsestocks.in/faq.php


